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Amplify Research Day
2022

The RIAM's annual Amplify Research Day will take place

online on Thursday 3 March 2022. All MMus Year 1

dissertation students will present their research on the

day. If any RIAM staff or doctoral students would like to

participate, please get in touch. Send us a title and short

abstract. Please also state whether you would like to give a

lightning talk (5 mins), a short talk (10 mins), or a longer

presentation (20 mins). The submission deadline is 1

February. Send submissions to: laoisedoherty@riam.ie 

Feel free to get in touch with any of the Amplify Research

team if you have any queries about the submission

process or the day itself.  

Amplify Research Team

Dr Lynsey Callaghan, Head of

Programmes and Research

Prof Marie Moran, Head of Academic

Studies

Prof Denise Neary, Director of Academic

Studies, DMusPerf

Laoise Doherty, RIAM Library
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DMusPerf News 

The latest graduate of the RIAM's DMusPerf

programme is guitarist, Matthew Mazanek. 

Matthew's dissertation 'Implicit curriculum :

improvisation pedagogy in guitar methods 1760-

1860' is now available in the RIAM Library and

online in TARA. 

Congratulations to Matthew!

 

Guest Lecture Series

The first guest lecture in the 2021/22 Guest Lecture

Series took place via Zoom on 10 November 2021.

Dr Eric Saylor (Drake University, USA) gave a talk on

‘Ralph Vaughan Williams: A Composer in War

Time.’

The next lecture is scheduled for 26 January 2022

Professor Mieko Kanno (Sibelius Academy, Helsinki),

will speak on the topic of ‘Empathy in Music

Performance.’

The RIAM Guest Lecture Series is organised by Prof

Denise Neary. Please contact deniseneary@riam.ie

for more details.

Guitarist, Matthew Mazanek

Guest Lecture Series continues on 26 January

https://library.riam.ie/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/3?searchdata1=52567%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER
http://www.tara.tcd.ie/handle/2262/97457
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Ellen O'Driscoll, BMusEd Year 4 

My research will use interviews with BMusEd graduates

and final year students to explore their experiences of

informal learning during school placement. I will

investigate whether BMusEds would benefit from

increased awareness of the concept of informal learning

and its role in the professional development of teachers. As

part of their preparation for school placement, I will give a

presentation to current 2nd and 3rd years on informal

learning in the teaching profession. Students will complete

a post-placement questionnaire, and this data will be

compared with that of the graduate/final year group, to

investigate the benefits of learning about informal

learning.

Student Research
Projects

Anna Farrelly, BMusEd Year 4 

In Ireland, there are around 1,600 asylum-seeking

children living in Direct Provision. I believe that

everyone should have a safe home and an education.

Through my youth work and teaching experiences, I

have seen the positive impact that music can have on

young people's lives. As a trainee music teacher, I

want to learn how to make my music classroom a

place of belonging, understanding and care. My

research will consider the training, teaching methods

and experiences of secondary school music teachers

of different backgrounds and at different stages in

their teaching careers.

 Experiences of teaching music to young
refugees and asylum-seekers is the focus of

Anna's research

Informal learning is the focus of Ellen's
research
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Martina O'Connell, BMusEd Year 4 

My experience of 2 different music education

degree programmes 

A comparative study of 2 music curricula, the Irish

Junior Cycle and the Scottish Curriculum for

Excellence 

The use of ICT in the classroom

I will use my Erasmus experience to create a piece of

research to be used as a tool for future music education

students. I will focus on 3 areas:

I chose this topic as I learnt a huge amount from the

opportunities I had while studying abroad in the Royal

Conservatoire of Scotland. 

Rachel O'Hara, BMus Year 4 

In 2018 Irish pianist, Thérèse Fahy, commissioned

‘Ireland’s Tombeau to Debussy’ – a collection of 7

pieces by Irish composers, all inspired by Debussy.

My research will explore the compositional process,

the composer-performer relationships in this project

and how they may have impacted the composition.

I will focus on Jane O’Leary’s composition for the

project - ‘feather-headed, frail, summoning’ (for

flute and piano). The research will involve

conducting interviews with the composer and

performers of this piece – Jane O’Leary, Thérèse

Fahy and Madeleine Staunton. I will also analyse the

score of ‘feather-headed, frail, summoning’. 

This great example of artistic co-creation should be a

source of information and inspiration to anyone

undertaking a collaborative project.'Ireland's Tombeau to Debussy'
is the focus of Rachel's research

Martina's research is inspired by her Erasmus
experience
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Get in Touch 

 

If you would like to feature in the

next Amplify Research newsletter,

please get in touch.

Contact: laoisedoherty@riam.ie

Erin Hennessey, Violinist 

The music of Irish composer Ina Boyle (1889-1967) is

performed now more than ever before, but stacks of

her unexplored manuscripts are awaiting rediscovery

in Trinity College Manuscript Library. As part of my

Masters research, I typeset the first edition of Boyle’s

Phantasy for Violin and Chamber Orchestra; the score

and parts are now available from the Contemporary

Music Centre in Dublin.

The recording of the world premiere of Boyle’s

Phantasy is now available on the RIAM YouTube

channel at this link. Recorded on the 22 November, I

perform alongside RIAM faculty, students and

alumni. This project was funded and made possible

by the Gaiety Theatre Bursary, in association with

the Royal Irish Academy of Music. For more

information about the composer, please visit the

website of the Ina Boyle Society  Irish Composer, Ina Boyle

https://www.cmc.ie/composers/ina-boyle
https://youtu.be/tgn3DYCu0lQ
https://www.inaboyle.org/

